Why do some public school children receive less?

Funding inequities result in charter school students receiving $1100.00 less per student in weighted average daily attendance than their public school peers.

PUBLIC SCHOOL FUNDING IS NOT EQUITABLE
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STATE FUNDING
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DEBT SERVICES FUNDS
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MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER FUNDS

INEquality #1
Historical Data vs Current Year Data

Charter school funds are based on information from as long ago as 2005.
Meanwhile local districts are compensated using current year revenues.

INEquality #2
Exclusion of Revenue Resources

Charter school students are excluded from receiving some local funds that are available to district children.

- Debt service fund revenues
- Capital project fund revenues
- Merchants & manufacturers tax revenues
- Payments in lieu of taxes (Kansas City)

The only way to solve this problem is to change the Missouri law governing how funds are allocated. Support ALL PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN!